
FIDE Arbiter Norm Report Form

Confidential Report: (Comments of Chief Arbiter, failing that Organizer)

These should refer to the Arbiter's knowledge of the Laws, the Pairing Rules used and

other regulations. Also his/her objectivity, ability to cope with any incidents that arose

and consideration for the protection of players from disturbance and distraction.
The orbiter was of the required stondard, ottentive, with sufficient knowledge of the regulotions,

FA1

arbiter's last name: Ziaziulkina first name: Alena code (if any): 13516418

date of birth: place of birth: federation: BLR

federation, where event took place: BLR I name of event: 1st World Cadets Blitz Ch2017 - OLO

dates: 2017 /06/02 - 06/03 venue: Minsk, Belarus type of event: SS

number of players: 182 number of FIDE Rated players: 97 number of rounds: 9

number of federations represented: 14

resolved any incidents thot occurred and contributed to the smooth running of the tournoment.

(1' was ot tne requtred sranoaro Tor I Arplter.
ienee-

Name lA Panagiotis Ni los Sisnature ( ffi-
Position Chief Arb lFederation Date: 2017 /06/03

?/ -7a tu! l4 t'.
signature ll I eilfrfi]." Date:2017106/03

r
ding the above certificate to each Arbiter who

ualified for a FIDE Arbiter norm and who
tn

Recommendation: (Delete one of the following statements).

The Arbiter's performance Fr Dg
(1) was of the required standard for I Arbiter

the opinion of the
requests it before the end of the tournament. lf the certificate is for the Chief Arbiter it

should be based on the judgment of a previously authorized official who should, if
possible, be an International Arbiter, failing that a FIDE Arbiter'

When applying for the FA title, the applicant's federation must attach to this form

the Tournament Report form (lT3) and a copy of any appeals decisions.
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You find all details of this tournament on http://chess-results.com/tn1281547.aspx
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